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Core Arts 

Core Arts is an award winning Mental Health 
Charity based in Hackney, London.

Core Arts exists to enrich the lives of socially 
excluded people with severe mental health issues.

Our mission is to promote positive mental 
health and wellbeing through creative learning. 
Providing quality education, training, sporting 
activities and employment initiatives enabling 
people who experience mental health-issues to 
overcome barriers, fulfil their potential to achieve 
their personal goals and aspirations and make a 
full contribution to society.

Artists Explore the British Museum

A group of printmakers from Core Arts has been 
visiting the British Museum over the last two 
years and exploring the collection through visits 
to the Prints and Drawings study room, various 
temporary and permanent exhibitions and special 
curator talks.

The printmakers then built on these experiences, 
using the Museum collections as inspiration to 
develop their own artistic practice.

This display shows some of that work, and shares 
the artists’ perspectives on the process and 
inspiration behind it.

The original pieces and further selections of the 
original work can be seen in a free exhibition 

at Core Arts

Thursday 26th of May at 6.00pm-8.00pm 
followed by poetry and  
music performances until 10.00pm. 

Events entrance:  
109 Homerton High Street, E9 6DL 

This work has been generously supported by  
The British Museum and The Lord Leonard and 
Lady Estelle Wolfson Foundation.

“ The project 
has encouraged 
members of  Core 
Arts to access a 
public museum – 
some for the first 
time, breaking out 
of  their typical 
comfort zones and 
thinking about 
other considerations 
such as exhibition 
design and 
interpretation as 
well as the creative 
process.”

Ryan McCLelland,  
Core Arts printmaking tutor

Core Artists explore
The British  
Museum
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Change  
of  fortune. 

In 2014 my life took a horrific turn for the worst. I 
was working in London as a designer for six years 
after graduating from Central Saint Martin’s when I 
had to have a heart transplant. On top of that I also 
survived three strokes.

I chose the owl coin as my income has declined 
sharply since, and the owl is known as a sign of a 
bad omen. Nevertheless in a different culture it is 
seen as a symbol of wisdom and transformation.

I drew seven owls as seven stands for ambiguity 
in life and that is what I feel like these days. Even 
though, I try to remind myself that they often say; 
“what does not kill you makes you stronger.”

Isik Bayrktar
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Skull

In 1924 the German artist and war veteran Otto Dix looked 
back at the First World War on its 10th anniversary, just as 
we have recently done on its 100th. We need to leave behind 
the nostalgia of a centenary’s forgetful pomp and look at the 
First World War through fresh eyes – German eyes. For no 
other artists saw this dreadful war as clearly as German artists 
did. While British war artists, for example, were portraying the 
generals, Germans saw the skulls littered in no man’s land.

Otto Dix’s Skull, from his 1924 set of First World War drawings, 
Der Kreig In this print, a severed skull lies on the earth. Grass 
has grown on its crown. More grass resembles a moustache 
under its nose. Out of the eyes, vegetation bursts. Worms 
crawl sickeningly out of a gaping mouth. Dix had seen these 
things as a frontline soldier. At the time, he later confessed, he 
did not think about them too much. It was after he went home 
that the nightmares started. In what might now be called post-
traumatic stress, he kept seeing the horrors of the trenches. 
He was compelled to show them; with nothing held back Dix’s 
war art is a gut-wrenching act of witness.

The prints gathered in Der Krieg (The War) are just part of the 
hideous outpouring of images he unleashed. It was as if Dix 
needed to vomit his memories in order to purge himself of all 
that haunted him.

“To every man upon this earth, death cometh soon or late

  And how can man die better, than facing fearful odds

  For the ashes of his fathers and the temples of his Gods”.

Shelia Benlier
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Standing  
with a  
Siren

With a vague idea of doing some kind of self-
portrait, based on an exhibit, I set off to the British 
Museum. In a glass cabinet in room 13 I found 
what I was looking for, an unassuming, Greek 
terracotta flask in the form of a siren. The object 
had a whimsical, naive charm, combining modelled 
clay with rough patterns and drawn elements.

From a sketch made at the museum, I later did a 
few self-portraits as a duplicate terracotta flask, 
adjacent to the original. This particular drawing 
was selected because of my fidgeting thumbs 
and worried expression. I think the siren myth was 
playing on my mind — she had called to me, across 
time, and the consequences were unknown.

Jonathan Bennett
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Great Court
Helen Bridges
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I am continuously drawn to the stunning construction, 
beauty and design of the Great Court. The magnificent 
glazed canopy ties together the old and the new 
encompassing a mass of 3,312 unique glass panels. 
Having been a lost space since 1857 the reopening 
in 2000 increased the museum space by 40%. 

You can easily get lost time and time again in its 
unique geometry. 



Mods and 
Rockers

One of the more worrying trends in terms of men’s 
health over recent years has been a damaging 
obsession with body image which is leading some 
men to take risks with their health in order to meet 
a set of unrealistic expectations. There are many 
whose mental health is seriously affected by the 
negative body image and the struggle they face to 
meet the perceived demands of others.

Neil Macgregor, former director of the British 
Museum, said: “Everyone knows the Greek body. It 
is one of the great achievements of this particular 
art form that is has become the currency of daily 
life from Bondi Beach to California and all stations 
in between. But to the Greeks it was the mark of a 
hero. It was not about representing the literal world, 
but a world which was mythologised”.

The Greeks were anything but prudes, theirs was a 
society of great tolerance and a total lack of guilt. 
Theirs was a society which in art idolised the body 
beautiful with a sensuous realism: the copper lips 
and nipples, the inlaid eyes and even tear ducts.

My illustration combines an image from a porn 
magazine, resplendent with his Hollywood tan and 
X factored copper nipples with a Clash of the Titans 
from Greek mythology, portrayed in the figural style 
of a Greek Attic red-figure plate, which developed in 
Athens around 520 BC.

Patrick Coleman
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Animals from 
my habitat

When visiting the British Museum, I was fascinated by 
the pottery particularly the red figured fish plate from 
the Campania area of Europe. I decided to develop 
a print related to the plate reflecting animals from 
where I grew up. Being born in Nigeria, I included 
crocodiles and birds of prey.

The printing press was brought to West Africa in 
the 19th century when missionaries arrived in large 
numbers, and locally established printing enabled the 
widespread publication of the Bible and its translation 
into local languages.

Dennis Egbuonu
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Cleopatra
Laura Emerton
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At home with 
Lindsay

I invited my friend Lindsay to collaborate with me and 
we went to the ‘witches and wicked bodies’ exhibition 
together. We were interested in the misogynistic and 
fantastical views of witchcraft, which were rife amongst 
elite demonologists and also in folklore, and how these 
were portrayed by artists of the time.

Though there is no direct lineage between ‘cunning 
women’ who may have been accused of witchcraft, and 
neo-pagan witches, the story of these women has been 
inspirational to both feminists and pagans like Lindsay.

For me, Lindsay is a strong and inspirational older woman 
whose magical beliefs form an important part of her 
spirituality. I wanted to use the smoke in the background 
and the image of her naked to the waist to subvert the 
images of witches in the exhibition. To me, she is not 
a figure of horror or a fantastical ‘wicked body’ but a 
beautiful, intelligent and powerful older woman.

www.benjamingooch.co.uk

Ben Gooch
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The May  
Tree

Is it good or evil, lucky or unlucky and what does it have to do 
with witches?

Having visited the Witches exhibition, I thought about all the 
legends of witches we believed as children. In particular, the 
May Tree had many associations. It was the home of witches 
and faeries: and the witches used it for their broomsticks. It 
would cause great harm to a family member if the blossom 
was brought into the home. On the other hand the leaves were 
delicious and often eaten as a snack going to and from school 
- these were referred to as ‘bread and butter’.

There were many other half remembered beliefs, such as it is 
used for the Crown of Thorns and being Joseph of Arimathea’s 
staff which was planted on Glastonbury Tor and still flowers at 
Easter and Christmas. I started to look into these and discovered 
there are as many ‘bad’ legends as ‘good’.

This piece seeks to show many of the facets of my childhood 
beliefs, together with the actual benefits of this beautiful and 
strange tree.

Vivienne Havell
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Petition to 
Venus

Alex Ingram has a BA in Sculpture from Glasgow 
School of Art and a MA in Fine Art from Saint 
Martins School of Art and Design.

A Matter Artist, he uses photography, video, 
poetry and painting and is interested in the ideas 
of “Nothing”, tactile interaction and the physical 
nature of thought. As a continuing process the 
pieces he makes are moments along the journey 
with meaning being a fluid commodity.

Alex has exhibited his work both in Britain and 
abroad in galleries, festivals and as site specific 
work. He has also published four books and 
completed three.

www.alexingramartworks.com

Alex Ingram
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666

666 is a handmade textile mosaic, 60cm x 60cm inspired by 
the central roundel of the 14th century AD mosaic floor from 
the villa at Hinton St Mary, Dorset, of the image of Christ. 
This textile mosaic portrays Putin as a 21st century Anti 
Christ figure, due to his invasion of Ukraine, his domestic 
policy on homosexuality, his human rights record, and his 
recent bombing of Syria, which has resulted in the killing of 
innocent civilians.

Putin is the central figure of this textile mosaic, wrapped 
in the Hammer and sickle from the former Soviet Union 
flag, emphasizing his love of Stalin’s power and glory, while 
courting the cult of the personality. Putin has devil horns 
as a reference to his demonisation by the west, and is 
posing beside the common beetroot which is famous for the 
classic Russian soup Borscht. The numbers 666, in Roman 
numerals are a biblical reference to the mark of the beast, 
666, the Anti-Christ found in the book of Revelations.

David Mills
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Hypnos

HYPNUS, the personification and god 
of sleep, the Latin Somnus, is described 
by the ancients as a brother of Death 
(thanatos), and as a son of Night  
(Hes. Theog)

Hypnosis / / 1. an artificially 
induced state of relaxation and 
concentration in which deeper parts 
of the mind become more accessible: 
used clinically to reduce reaction to 
pain, to encourage free association…. 

Giuliana Molinari
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The Mystical 
Union

With the birth of Venus an empathy looms
Aphrodite and Hercules consolidate, coalesce as if to become partners
A deep-seated harmony between the male and female mind
Love to be complete in a single moment, a deep meeting
These two polarities incorporate, hook up
Hercules erects a virility so culturally biased
These moments of femineness of masculineness become ferocious
An alliance evolves as fragments dissolve
This allegiance that emerges is not pathological
But very silent, cool and tranquil
It is not mad
Like the unconscious and conscious fuse
To rise above, leave behind duality as Shiva is born
The other be reformed an unbiased Mirror

Gary Molloy
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The River Lea
Paul Monks
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This peace is inspired to the Etruscans 
perfection of the jewellery making techniques 
to a very impressive level. The delicacy and 
technical precision were a complete novelty 
for that time. A firm belief in the afterlife 
by the Etruscan people has caused us to 
be able to enjoy these pieces today; the 
Etruscans sent their dead to their graves 
in full gear. Not only their metal working 
skills but also their use of gemstones like 
sapphire, emerald, lapis and garnets makes 
the Etruscan artists pioneers in the field of 
Europe’s decorative art. love from 

the past
Max Nuzzolo
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This etching is a print using traditional printing techniques which 
date back to the middle ages and the artist ‘Daniel Hopter’ who 
was believed to be the first to apply this method. The lines are 
drawn onto a plate into a ground (a waxy acid resist which is 
rolled on to the plate on a hot plate cooled and then reheated 
with a candle to harden the ground) and ‘etched’ by soaking the 
plate in acid. The aquatint is sprayed on and then the plate is 
soaked again to create shades of different tones and shadows. 
The lines are made more permanent using a ‘burin’ to engrave 
them which is a skill I have learned by trial and error. The etching 
plate is then inked up and placed under a press with paper on 
top and then rolled through to produce the print.

Having visited the exhibition ‘Witches and wicked body’s’ in the 
museum I have selected this print as I think it relates well with 
the theme. The print is about a guy who mistrusts a girl and 
takes her into a forest and shoots here with arrows and relates 
to the treatment of so called witches in the middle ages. When 
a made the print I was inspired by other artists work mainly 
the etchings and engravings of ‘Durer ‘who made traditional 
but imaginative etchings and wonderful engravings, Goya who 
made prints of witch like elderly women and Rembrandt and 
more recently the print portraits of Lucian Freud and the work 
of Frank Auerbract.

Joseph O’Connor

Adam  
and Eve
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1515 to 2015
I saw the Durer print of a Rhinoceros at the ‘Germany’ exhibition 
at the British Museum. I read the story that accompanied the 
print; how Dürer drew his print as a copy of one made by 
someone who saw a Rhino that arrived in Europe in 1515 – the 
first Rhino to be seen in Europe. It is ironic that now, exactly 
five hundred years later, some Rhino species are critically 
endangered or extinct (the Western Black Rhino was declared 
extinct in 2011).

As Durer’s print was a copy, I decided to make a multi-layered 
image made up of copies of various different types laid on top 
of each other. Initially, I wanted to make woodcuts and then 
print etchings on top, but this seemed to be not technically 
feasible. I then began by doing a drawing that was a copy of the 
photocopy of the image of Dürer’s print that I got off the Internet 
(so already reproduced three times). The diagram shows the 
process of copying.

As my first idea was not technically feasible, I decide to do 
straight copies of my drawing separately, rather than in layers. 
I then worked on different coloured woodcuts. After a while I 
decided to try and layer them in colours based on the computer-
printing model: CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black). I am 
presenting these as a group of four, each showing a different 
stage of printing.

Finally I made an etching of the Rhinoceros (again a copy of my 
drawing of Dürer’s print). This etching is dated ‘1515 to 2015’.

Sophie O’Neill
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The onset of my Narcolepsy began to manifest 
in the 90s as a teenager, long before any 
understanding or diagnosis.

Orexin neurons in the hypothalmus, responsible 
for the regulation of the sleep/wake cycle, 
are destroyed in what is thought to be an 
autoimmune response, causing me to develop 
a group of symptoms that include; pathological 
sleepiness during the day, fractured sleep at 
night, hallucinations on sleeping and waking and 
a high instance of Sleep Paralysis attacks.

I have an intimate relationship with sleep and 
the lines between waking life and dream are 
constantly blurred.

Before the understanding that Sleep Paralysis is 
a parasomnia that results from the overlap of the 
REM and waking stages of sleep it was widely 
considered the work of incubi demons, the “night 
hag” from folklore or in more recent times alien 
abduction, and there are many that still hold the 
supernatural accountable and are distressed by 
the attacks.

Overtime what was once a terrifying unexplainable 
experience has become both familiar and 
fantastic. It is a state that enchants me.

The Nightmare by Henri Fuseli is one of the 
oldest know paintings on the subject, one of my 
favourites, it resonates with my past experiences 
of Sleep Paralysis, capturing the grotesque 
and unpleasant place the realm of dream can 
be. I wanted to rework the piece, keeping the 
symbolism, to reflect my current attitude to the 
experience.

For this modern take, entitled “Nightmare”, I 
drew inspiration from modern fantasy art which 
concerns mythological and supernatural themes 
whilst often casting it’s subjects in a highly 
aesthetic and provocative manner, even the 
monstrous, and which can be traced all the way 
back to ancient Greek sculpture.

And so, i undertook research at the “Defining 
Beauty in Greek Art” and “Witches and Wicked 
Bodies” exhibitions in the British Museum, I 
have always loved The Horse of Selene from 
the Parthenon sculptures in the Museum, it 
influenced my parent’s choice of name for me. 
I needed the horse to be gandiose and it was 
without question, with it’s connections to the 
symbolism of the moon and dreams, that this 
would be the study for my piece.

Céline Romaine

Nightmare
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A diorama depicting a screw-horned goat 
menaced by a terrifying giant centipede. 

The goat is based on the Ram in a Thicket 
figure sourced from Ur (in modern day 
Iraq) and now in the British Museum. 
The goat is my favourite artefact in the 
British Museum. This beautiful goat is a 
representation of our collective heritage 
and something precious that should be 
protected.

The giant centipede is symbolic of 
humanity’s tendencies towards actual and 
cultural genocide. The centipede has no 
nuanced emotions, it cannot experience 
ambivalence. It cannot relate to the 
“Other”. It exists only to destroy that which 
is “Other”. We must all be on guard against 
these intolerant impulses in ourselves.

This piece is my tribute to Khaled al Assad, 
keeper of antiquities in Palmyra, who 
endured torture at the hands of Daesh 
in and refused to disclose to them the 
location of many precious artifacts. Khaled 
al Assad was murdered by Daesh on 18th 
August 2015 and this piece is my small 
way thanking him for his courage.

The goat’s head is made of porcelain clay 
embossed with gilt. The legs of the goat 
are long white metal beads from broken 
necklaces. The hooves of the goat are 
baroque pearls, the eyes are pearls and 
the horns, ears and coat of the goat are 
made from shell. The genitals of the goat 
are made from silver – representing the 
importance of the fecundity of the animal 
to early goat-herders.

All of the materials in this piece, except 
glue, wire and clay, were sourced from 
charity shops, most of the materials being 
beads from broken pieces of jewelry.

I would also like to thank Massimo and 
the staff of Core Arts for their help and 
support in creating this piece and also the 
staff of the many charity shops (too many 
to mention individually) who have helped 
and supported me in finishing this piece.

The Destruction of  
Memory (or the Ram  
in a Pickle)
Louise Seer
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Scars

My Name is Jonathan Shears, and I do not have any tattoos. 
What I do have is the silvery trace lines of old scars that cover 
my body. I made these scars with a variety of knifes and blades, 
at a time when I was very unhappy, angry and sad.

The object I picked from the British Museum’s collection is a 
scarifying knife made by a Hawaiian from a dolphin’s jawbone, 
and acquired by the museum in the late 18th Century. Blood-
letting and scarification was an act of sacrifice, especially during 
mourning, in many parts of Polynesia (Hooper 2006).

To create this piece I made a special tool (on display with 
the painting) to create the “cuts” using a dolphin’s tooth. The 
peoples of Polynesia have hunted dolphin’s throughout history 
to eat and to use what is left. They still do and there is an 
illegal trade in dolphin’s teeth that are made into jewellery. I like 
dolphins as a child I watched them playing riding the bow wave 
of my father’s boat. I did not want to encourage this trade so 
I found a found fossilized Dolphin’s tooth (Lower Pilocene – 
Upper Miocene, Bahia Inglesia Formation, Coplapo, Atachama, 
Chile)

My father went missing in September 1994, he was sailing his 
35ft traditional gaff rig yacht “Chica” from Devon to Ireland. No 
trace of him or his boat has ever been found. The people of 
Polynesia cut themselves to shed blood and mark a personal / 
emotional pain they were feeling, maybe I was doing the same!

Jonathan Shears
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Flower  
Circle

Over the past 6 years at Core Arts 
I have developed a body of work 
based on foral and botanical designs. 
A Vietnamese stoneware (1440) at 
the British Museum caught my eye 
because of the floral motifs that were 
repeatedly used. I arranged seasonal 
flowers in a circular pattern to create 
my own floral design to draw from.

Maria Sylvester
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1968
1968



core arts exists to promote the artistic and creative 
abilities of people who experience severe and 
enduring mental health issues.

Core Arts, 1 St Barnabas Terrace, London E9 6DJ

tel: 020 8533 3500, fax: 020 8986 3080, email: mail@corearts.co.uk

www.facebook.com/coreartshackney 
www.twitter.com/coreartshackney

www.corearts.co.uk

charity no: 1043588 • company no: 2985939


